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EMBRYOTOMY....
Head Snare Rod-type
203 544

Wire Aesculap
12m

Economy
complete

201 006

$349.00

Made in the same style as our famous HK brand
pullers. All galvanised or nickel-plated steel. This
puller features a 1.6m long ‘threaded’ shaft, which
breaks in half for easy transport. Traction assembly
with 35cm long handle, for easy use and choice
of sequential or tandem pulling points. The head
frame is steel, but with well rounded edges to
prevent injury, and also incorporating a rump chain
to better retain the puller head on the cow. The
puller is supplied complete with ropes. This device
is reasonable quality at a very good price. Parts
available.

202 522

$75.95

High-quality German-brand saw wire for
embryotomy and dehorning. Convenient spool
dispenser pack.

Wire Handles
pair

218 530

$49.95

All stainless steel snare for assisting calving. Hook
behind calf’s ears to assist birthing in normal
deliveries in conjunction with traction aids on legs.
Use with care on calf’s head and eyes, and ensure
there is no strangulation. Can also be used as a leg
snare in non-normal deliveries, to straighten legs.
Length 75cm o.a.

$29.95

These stainless-steel handles are very comfortable
to use. Simple screw action clamps wire into
groove. Length 10.5cm o.a. Supplied as pair.

PRICE REDUCED

Head Snare Cable-type
203 543

$59.95

Very useful device for difficult calvings. Enables
traction on head, or just prevention of head turning
back during the delivery. Stainless steel cable
with cast alloy sliding yolk. Can be dismantled for
cleaning. Length 92cm o.a.

Wire Handle T-clamp
each

202 528

$79.95 $49.95

T handle is easiest wire handle to use, simply
clamping on wire as it is gripped. This allows easy
movement along wire without interrupting the job.
Supplied as each.
VF550S

Eye Hook
blunt 6.5cm
blunt 8cm
sharp 8cm

Fast-Lock
complete

202 814
202 816
202 818

VF552S

$19.50
$19.50
$19.50

Dimension is length of hook overall. Use with
extreme care, under veterinary supervision.

219 055

$299.00

Although this all-stainless and nylon 3-pulley
system is useful for many pulling or lifting jobs,
one of its popular uses is as a calf puller. Attach
the single block to an anchor point not more
than two metres from the calf, then using calving
chains or ropes on the calf’s legs, connect the
double-pulley block to the calf. The rope lock and
release mechanism on the double-block is then
easily and conveniently operated at the same
time as checking the birth is progressing correctly.
The Fast-Lock pulley system uses 7.2m of 10mm
polyrope, and is supplied in a convenient selfdraining carry bag. All stainless steel componentry.

Umbilical Cord Clamp
50-pack
100-pack

201 032

$37.95

Designed and manufactured by an Australian vet,
these straps eliminate the leg damage and trauma
to the calf commonly caused by traditional chains
and ropes. They are ideal for use on your calf puller,
or for manual use using hand-loop ends. The extra
rings allow for different pulling lengths. Straps are
75cm long and will not break or wear.

$15.00
$25.00

Rope Threader		
light
heavy

205 410
205 408

$12.95
$19.95

Naval Anti-Suckle Spray

Stainless steel. Quality design. Light version is
4mm steel, length 18cm o.a. Heavy is 8mm steel,
length 21cm o.a.

This product was developed to spray
on piglets to reduce bite injuries, but
it is reputed to be similarly effective at
reducing or preventing naval suckling
by calves. 400ml aerosol.

Rope & Wire Threader Bahlcke

400ml

219 166

$22.95

economy

205 403

$39.95

A conventional rope threader combining one
heavy bulbous end to assist with placement of
embryotomy wire around limbs, etc. The wire is
threaded into the bulb which is then turned to lock
wire in. All stainless steel. Length 20cm o.a.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au
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Straps Low Trauma

210 697
210 698

Recent research has confirmed that several
diseases, including E.coli scours and Joint-ill, find
their way into the newborn animal via the umbilical
cord. Sprays and dips can also cause problems.
Our umbilical clamps are the solution. Simply attach
as soon as possible after birth. Remove after 24 to
48 hours. Place clamp approximately 5mm from top
of umbilical cord. Cut cord below clamp to prevent
suckling. Clamps can be disinfected and re-used
if desired, or can be left to fall off naturally. Ideal
for piglets as clamps are large enough not to fall
through creep floors. Clamps 65mm long o.a.

New

pair

VF551S

